
	X 21 - 8G x 60mm countersunk screws	 Tools required - Philips head screwdriver





Bracket & Screw included to anchor to a wall or similar 


Each Shelf Maximum 5 kilogram.

Lay out all four (4) legs, parts A B C & D so that the fixing holes are facing upwards.

Take four (4) screws and starts to thread each one into the lower hole of each leg, 30mm from the 
bottom until the tip of the thread just pokes out.


On a clean, soft flat surface place part E on its edge so the 3 fixing holes are facing upwards.

Align the exposed thread tip on part B with the centre fixing hole of part E. Once aligned proceed 
to tighten screw.


Align the tip of the thread on part C with the far right fixing hole on part E. Once aligned proceed 
to tighten screw. Then repeat process with part D on the left fixing hole of part E. Once aligned 
proceed to tighten screw.


Carefully turn over the assembled base and 3 legs so the front is now facing upwards exposing 
the one (1) fixing hole in the middle only of part E.

Proceed to attach part A by using the same procedure as part B. Once aligned proceed to tighten 
screw.


Carefully stand up the legs so all four (4) legs are firmly on a flat level surface at a comfortable 
working height with the front (single leg) facing towards you.


A Foward centre leg (4 fixing holes) 

B Rear centre leg (4 fixing holes) 

C Left side leg (3 fixing holes) 

D Right side leg (3 fixing holes) 

E Bottom shelf - Long

F Lower left side shelf 

G Upper left side shelf

H Middle right side shelf 

I Top rear leg brace (3 fixing holes)

J Front brace 

K Upper right side shelf



Using four (4) screws, start each screw in the front leg until just the tip is slightly exposed.

Each shelf has three (3) fixing holes and will attach in specific places, the two (2) fixing holes will 
always face the rear of the stand towards the three (3) legs.


Using part H, align with the middle screw previously started in the front leg (part A) with the front 
face of part H (only one fixing hole). Once aligned proceed to tighten screw.


Repeat process for parts K on the right side also for F & G on the left side.


Once all four (4) shelves are attached to the front leg (part A) we can begin attaching the rear legs 
(parts B C & D).


Carefully turn the stand around so that the rear is now facing you.


Using four (4) screws, start each screw in the rear leg until just the tip is slightly exposed.

Align the tips of each screw with each shelf (parts F G H & K) you may slightly screw in the fixings 
but do not tighten them yet. Once they are all aligned correctly with the fixing holes you can 
tighten the screws.


Repeat the process for the outer ends of the four (4) shelves (parts F G H & K ).

Make sure the legs are 90degrees to the base and shelves then once they are all aligned correctly 
with the fixing holes you can tighten the screws.


Install the top rear leg brace (part I) by using three (3) screws, start each screw in the top brace 
until just the tip is slightly exposed from the three (3) fixing holes.




These will align with the fixing holes in the top of the rear legs, parts B C & D. Once they are all 
aligned correctly with the fixing holes you can tighten the screws.


Finally we need to install the last brace, part J

By using two (2) screws, this aligns with the fixing holes in the top of the front leg (part A) and the 
top brace (part I)

Once they are all aligned correctly with the fixing holes you can tighten the screws.
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